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On Today’s Agenda:

I. Welcome, Overview & Introductions
   • Erin Fuller, President, Association Solutions, MCI USA

II. The Legal Perspective
   • Jeff Tenenbaum, Esq., Managing Partner, Tenenbaum Law Group PLLC

III. The Events Perspective
   • Shawn Pierce, President, Strategic Events, Meetings & Incentives, MCI USA

IV. Q&A
The Legal Perspective
Coronavirus: Legal Strategies for Association Meetings

Jeffrey S. Tenenbaum, Esq.
Managing Partner
Tenenbaum Law Group PLLC
Addressing the Meeting-Related Panic from a Legal Perspective

• Epidemics, pandemics, natural disasters, strikes, terrorism, global crises – what happens to my meeting, conference or other event?

• How can we proceed with our event if no one will show up?

• Planned meetings and events have long dealt with situations arising beyond the control of the event site (e.g., hotel, convention center) and the event sponsor.

• Keys areas of focus are the meeting contracts and insurance.
There is a difference between common law force majeure principles and force majeure provisions in meeting contracts, but it is the latter that controls if such a provision exists (and usually does); the latter will override the former.

Force majeure: “overpowering or irresistible force.” It can mean acts of God or acts of third parties outside of the control of the parties to the contract. That being said, not all force majeure clauses are equal – far from it. The devil is in the details. While force majeure provisions are generally one of the least-negotiated provisions in hotel and convention center contracts, in situations like this, they are arguably the most important.

Contractual force majeure clauses generally only excuse complete performance of contractual obligations if force majeure conditions exist, and generally only apply in situations where it is impossible – or sometimes, commercially impracticable – to perform under the agreement.
Model Force Majeure Contract Provision

• **Force Majeure**: The performance of the Agreement by either party is subject to acts of God, war, government regulation, disaster, fire, medical epidemic, strikes, terrorism or threats of terrorism, civil disorder, curtailment of transportation facilities preventing or unreasonably delaying at least 25% of Event attendees and guests from participating at the Association’s Event, or other similar cause, including emergency or non-emergency conditions, beyond the control of the parties making it inadvisable, illegal, impossible, or commercially impractical to hold the Event, for the Hotel to provide the meeting and sleeping rooms or related facilities and/or services for the Association’s Event, or for either party to fully perform the terms of the Agreement. The Agreement may be terminated without penalty and with performance fully excused for any one or more of these reasons by written notice from one party to the other.
Fear v. Law?

• A handful of cases of coronavirus are reported in a city where you are holding your conference. No state of emergency or pandemic/epidemic status has been declared by the CDC or the WHO. You want to cancel the conference and terminate the agreement under the force majeure clause.

• It’s 2003 and the SARS epidemic hits Toronto where you are holding your conference in two weeks. Both the CDC and WHO have declared a state of emergency in Toronto. Many of your attendees have canceled their registrations. You want to cancel the conference and terminate the contract under the force majeure clause.
Standards of Law in Force Majeure

- Impossibility
- Illegality
- Commercial Impracticability
- Frustration of Purpose
Hotels, convention centers, and other event venues generally strongly favor language allowing termination without penalty only if it is impossible to host the event.

Event planners should try to negotiate the inclusion of verbiage referencing commercial impracticability – meaning that some unforeseen event outside of the parties’ control that took place after the contract was signed has made it commercially impracticable for one of the parties to perform and fulfill its obligations under the agreement.

Frustration of purpose means that an unforeseen event has undermined a party’s principal purpose of entering into the contract in the first place.
A Strong Force Majeure Provision

• In negotiating your next event contract, be sure to include verbiage to help protect your association from the next unforeseen event.

• See the model force majeure provision above. The details matter.

• While not common, one possible approach is to modify the force majeure clause to provide for partial termination of performance, as well as total termination. For example, if 25% of your anticipated attendees cannot attend due to travel restrictions, you would not be responsible for 100% performance under the agreement, but only for 75% performance. This can be very helpful in mitigating attrition penalties under the agreement(s).
• Ideally, word the force majeure provision to include *commercial impracticability* and *inadvisability* – not just *impossibility*.

• In the agreements themselves, state the purpose of the meeting and other contingencies that can be detrimental to your event. This language can help support your *frustration of purpose* argument should something later occur.
• Read your agreement’s force majeure provision carefully. Everything depends on the factual circumstances (e.g., CDC and/or WHO declarations). If the force majeure provision provides for *commercial impracticability* or *inadvisability*, you may have more room to negotiate.

• Poll your registrants to get a sense of how many may cancel their attendance. Without attendees or critical third-party vendors, you may have grounds to claim *frustration of purpose*. Even if the agreement does not provide for it, in certain limited circumstances, you may be able to assert such a legal claim based on these common law principles.

• Consult with your attorney.
What About Event Cancellation Insurance?

- Event cancellation insurance is very important but has its limitations.
- The four leading event cancellation insurance policies are Showstoppers (Aon), Expo-Plus (Mercer), HCC, and Beazley.
- As of mid-January 2020 (for all policies bound after that time), coronavirus is now expressly excluded from coverage under all four of the leading event cancellation insurance policies.
- Many events are now uninsured because they did not bind their coverage before the coronavirus exclusion was instituted around mid-January 2020, depending on the market. In other words, while they may have purchased an endorsement extending Communicable Disease coverage, it will contain an exception for all claims arising from coronavirus.
What About Event Cancellation Insurance? (cont.)

• If your association has an event cancellation insurance policy that was bound pre-mid-January 2020 (with no coronavirus exclusion), it likely still has a provision that provides that there will be no coverage if the claim arises “directly or indirectly from threat or fear of communicable disease (whether actual or perceived).”

• However, the Communicable Disease exclusion generally only applies if the disease “has been declared as an epidemic or pandemic by the World Health Organization or by Federal or Local Government Agencies responsible for monitoring healthcare and disease.” In other words, if there has been no such declaration, then Communicable Diseases will not be excluded from coverage at all.

• If there is coverage, it will cover not only complete cancellation but also Enforced Reduced Attendance (the “enforced inability of Participants to attend the Event solely and directly as a result of the same specific cause, which is beyond their control and is not otherwise excluded”).
Workers’ Compensation Insurance

- Workers’ compensation insurance generally will cover coronavirus-related claims generated from your association’s employees.

- There are no exclusions in connection with any communicable disease.

- Unless another, unrelated exclusion applies.
Questions?

Jeffrey S. Tenenbaum, Esq.
Managing Partner

Tenenbaum Law Group PLLC
1101 K Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005
202-221-8002
jtenenbaum@TenenbaumLegal.com
The Events Perspective
Plan, Learn & Communicate

Pre-Plan
• Designate trusted advisor groups
• Establish Go/No-Go systems and spreadsheet
  • Considerations: location, finances, reputation

Learn
• Facts matter!
• Global: World Health Organization
• National: Centers for Disease Control
• Local: State/City
• Industry Resources: PCMA, ASAE, IAEE, IAPCO
Plan, Learn & Communicate cont’d.

Develop consistent, fact-based statements

Website (see examples) | Newsletters | Reg | Emails | Social Media | Phone

EXHIBITORLIVE News

EXHIBITORLIVE Information Related to COVID-19 Coronavirus

3/2/2020

The health and safety of our attendees, exhibitors, partners, and staff is our top priority.

Our team at EXHIBITORLIVE and our partners continue to monitor COVID-19 via the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO). We are actively working with numerous stakeholders, including health agencies, venues, and suppliers, to stay on top of the latest information and guidance available, and we will continue to develop precautionary measures to further reduce health risks at the event.

EXHIBITORLIVE is proceeding as planned for a safe and successful show March 29 – April 2.

We are pleased to report that our registration numbers continue to be on pace with previous years. To date there have been no attendees cancellations due to COVID-19, and our exhibitors are still planning to participate. The only exhibitors who have canceled are international firms coming from areas where air travel has been restricted. We are expecting an estimated 225 exhibitors and nearly 5,000 attendees from the face-to-face marketing industry to participate in educational sessions and the showcase of industry solutions in the exhibit hall.

At this time, there are no reported cases of COVID-19 in Clark County or Nevada, and health authorities have not issued any travel notices related to Las Vegas. And according to the Southern Nevada Health District, resort properties have not been identified as being at higher risk for disease transmission.

Again, please know that we will continue to monitor the situation and provide updates as needed, and we look forward to seeing the industry come together once again for EXHIBITORLIVE.

Lee Knight
Founder & CEO

Randi T. Alger
President & COO

Dave Sikes
Chief Learning Strategist
Plan, Learn & Communicate cont’d.

Communicate

• Call key exhibitors, sponsors, Board members
• Avoid exaggerated statements/participating in hype
• Convey why event will continue or why alternative event has been established
  • Refer to affected areas of the world/country and depth to which they are affected
  • Consequences (refunds, travel arrangements, etc.)
  • How to maintain health during crisis
Alternative & Augmented Event Types

**Reschedule Event**
Informed by trusted advisors and Go/No-Go Strategy

**Hybrid Event**
Combines "live" in-person event with "virtual" online component. This will give your members who are not able to travel the opportunity to earn Learning Units and provide member value. Added Bonus: May help avoid refunds.

**Virtual Event/Trade Show**
Highly interactive, online event that involves people interacting in a virtual environment online vs. meeting in physical location
Potential Tech for Hybrid/Virtual Events

**Blue Sky eLEARN** *(current MCI partner)*

- Allows full conference online
- Opportunity to test and earn Learning Units
- Lives well beyond the actual event
- Provides content year-round for members

**vFAIRS**

- Virtual trade show
- Online customized exhibitor booths
- Virtual tote bags
- On-demand content
- Chat forums
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Relevant Articles and Links:

- Real-time Updates Map via Johns Hopkins: https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
Thank you!

Have more questions? Contact us at associationsolutions@mci-group.com.

**Contact us**

- **Office Address**: 7918 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 300, McLean, VA 22102
- **Office Phone Number**: +1 (703) 506.3260
- **Office Email**: associationsolutions@mci-group.com